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Abstract 
 

Plasma-activated water (PAW) is known for its numerous applications for example inactivation of pathogens 

(bacteria, fungi, viruses, pests, etc.), food preservation, seed germination, plant growth, etc. These applications 

of PAW are possible due to various reactive oxygen-nitrogen species (RONS) (NO3ˉ ions, NO2ˉ ions, H2O2, 

dissolved O3, etc.) present in it. 
 

In the present work, the design and development of a plasma device to produce plasma-activated water have 

been discussed. Moreover, the effect of process parameters on physicochemical properties and RONS 

concentration of PAW is also studied. The obtained results showed that the plasma-water interaction time and 

plasma discharge power play a significant role in controlling the physicochemical properties and RONS 

concentration of PAW [1,2]. At optimum parameters, the bactericidal and fungicidal efficacy of PAW and its 

mechanism have been conducted. The results reveal that PAW can kill a high concentration of bacterial and 

fungi colonies and retains this efficacy for the long term [3,4]. PAW also has the potential to improve the 

germination of seeds and plant growth. The study on pea (Pisum sativum) seeds germination and plant growth 

using PAW shows it significantly improves the germination rate of seeds. This is due to PAW treatment with 

seeds removing the hydrophobic wax structure naturally occurring on the seeds surface and making the surface 

more hydrophilic. Hence, PAW grown plant showed a higher length compared to the control [5]. 
 

In conclusion, PAW has the potential to be used as a chemical-free alternative for various disinfection purposes 

(bacteria, fungi, viruses, pests, etc.). Also, it has the enormous potential to be used in the medicine, agriculture, 

and food sector. 
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